Disciplinary Actions Policy

• A Coach is allowed to discipline a player by having them sit out two practices. If a coach decides to extend the punishment he/she must notify the Athletic Office and receive approval for longer than a two practice penalty. *(nothing good comes out of long term suspension!!)*

• If a player is causing problems during practice time, the Coach must notify Athletic Office, and send the player to see Athletic director.

• It is highly recommended that the coach not discuss the details of the punishment with other parents/players.

• In addition to Regional Executive Committee (REC), and team rules, Ararat Chapter could reprimand an individual for any disciplinary action.

• Any coach who receives two technical fouls in one game is subject to suspension by the REC and Ararat Chapter Basketball Division.

• All conflicts between coach-coach, coach-player, player-player, coach-parent must be reported to the Athletic Office, the relevant Basketball Committee, and if there are no resolutions, to the BEC.